We present here the preliminary account of a theory which replaces the two-stage obstruction with a single invariant, ~the total surgery obstruction'.
~X is normal bordant to a homotopy equivalence.
The theory was initially developed in the smooth and PL categories; the extension to the topological category is due to Kirby and Siebenmann ([KS] ).
We present here the preliminary account of a theory which replaces the two-stage obstruction with a single invariant, ~the total surgery obstruction'.
We shall only consider the oriented case, but in principle there exists an unoriented version involving twisted coefficients. For the sake of the s-cobordism theorem we shall be working with simple homotopy types and the Wall LS-groups, but there is also an ordinary homotopy version which we discuss briefly • I at the end. Thus Polncare complexes will be finite, simple and oriented; manifolds will be compact, topological and oriented.
The invariant lies in one of the groups ~.(X) (defined for any space X) appearing in an exact sequence of abelian groups
• .. ~ Hn(X;_mO) ~. ~Ln(~I(X)) ~n (x) ~ Hn_I(X;_~O) ~... ,
where -~O is a 1-connective~-spectrum with Oth space homotopy equivalent to G/TOP and ~. is a universal assembly map. Both -~0 and G. were originally constructed by Proceedings 1978 Arhus Topology Conference, Springer Lecture Notes 763, 275-316 (1979 The obstruction theory of Sullivan [Sul] for the problem of deforming a homotopy equivalence of manifolds to a homeomerphism has a natural expression as a total surgery obstruction:
Corollary I A simple homotopy equivalence of closed n-dimensional manifolds f:M ,X determines an element s(f)~n+1(X) such that s(f) = 0 if and only if f is homotopic to a homeomorphism.
Proof: Let W be the mapping cylinder of f, so that (W,MJ-X) is an 
[]
There are also relative versions, Corollary I (tel) and Corollary I (rel ~).
Given an n-dlmensional Poincare complex X let ~TOP(x) be the topological manifold structure set of X, defined as usual to be the set of equivalence (which was introduced by Mishchenko [Mi] ). Given a group morphism ~I(X)--@~ we shall denote the image of ~(X)~Ln(~I(X)) in Ln(~) also by ~*(X). For example, if n = 4k ~(X) c L4k(1) = ~ is just the ordinary signature of X.
• i
An n-dimensional geometric Polncare complex X carries a stable equivalence class of Spivak normal structures n+k The mapping cylinder W of a normal map of n-dimensional geometric Poincare ~ complexes
with Poincar~ boundary M~-X, such that
The various signature maps fit together to define a natural transformation of exact sequences of abelian groups (for any space K) [Q1] , [Q2] , [Q3] have not yet been fully documented.
The theory announced here is independent of Quinn's (although evidently influenced by its philosophy), with the following two exceptions:
i) Normal space transversality: given a spherical fibration ~:K ~BSG(k) over a finite CW complex K and a map ~ S n+k : ~T~) to the Thorn space T(~) it is possible to deform ~ by a homotopy to a map (also called ~ ) for which X=~'I(K)CS n+k has the structure of an n-dimensional normal space (X,Px,~x) with 
or equivalently that the quadratic signature maps ~.:~+~P(K) ~ Ln(~I(K)) are isomorphisms, for any space K. It is immediate from the Wall realization theorem for surgery obstructions that the quadratic signature maps are split surjective, so that~(K) = Ln(~I(K)).? , but it it is not so easy to see that ? = 0 (although almost certainly true). In particular, the ~roof of Theorem I makes no use of ~eometric Poincar~ surgery, relying instead on the algebraic Poincar~ surgery of [R2] . by Sullivan [Sul] and Casson, and the non-simply-connected surgery theory of Wall was reformulated in terms of geometric classifying spaces by Quinn [Q1] , see Rourke [RoS and §17A of Wall KW1] . We shall now outline an algebraic construction of surgery classifying spaces, leading to an algebraic formulation of surgery.
Given an abelian group G let ~(G) be the~-spectrum with kth term the Eilenberg-MacLane space K(G,k). Given a connective spectrum ~ let ~ § denote the 1-connective covering of ~, i.e. the fibre of the evident map ~ ) ~(~0(~)).
I symmetric complexes of based f.g. free ~[~]-modules, together with a simple ~quadratic Poincare duality. (See §0 of Wall [WI] for the general properties of n-ads)• For example, an algebraic Poincare 1-ad (resp. 2-ad) is the same as an algebraic Poincare complex I symmetric (resp. pair). The Poincar~ n-ads over ~ [~] are the simplexes of
The cofibre of the symmetrization map I+T:
~n(--~ (~)) ='~LO(~) (n; 01 , which fits into a fibration sequence of spectra ^ 0 H I+T
The tensor product of chain complex n-ads defines pairings of W-spectra
for any groups ~ . On the L-group level the tensor product of chain complexes defines pairings
We shall write ILo(1) §= --~0" Both _~0 and ~0are ring spectra; every algebraic = IL-spectrum above is an .~0-module spectrum. There is defined a commutative braid of fibration sequences of spectra
"h /' .< _.
I+T

~P(K)
Given a space K let --be the connective ~-spectrum of Kan complexes t geometric Poincar~ of maps f:X ~K from n-ads X to K such that normal space
geometric Poincare ~n ~T(K))(~'" =~T(K)n (n>/ 0) is the nth normal space bordism group of K.
The cofibre of the forgetful map ~P(K) ,~N(K) is denoted by~'P(K), so that ~n(#'P(K)) =QN'P(K) (n~O) is the nth (normal,Poincar~) pair bordism group of K.
The cartesian product of topological n-ads defines pairings of spectra
for any spaces K,L. We shall write ~Q(pt.) = ~Q (Q =P,N,(N,P)). Let K be the m m -~ suspension spectrum of K+ = Kulpto~ , with kth term ~kK = skAK . A singular simplex + + I ge ometric Poincar~ in K is a particular example of a n-ad mapping to K, so there normal space
The composites is defined a forgetful map~,:K+ ~N(K ).
induce the assembly maps appearing in the natural transformation of exact sequences 
defined for the~-spectra correspond to ~ for the ~-spectra. In particular, ~.:~N ~0 is a morphism of ring spectra.
For an Eilenberg-~cLane space K = K(~,I) the composite
can be defined algebraically, using the standard simplicial model for K(~,I).
On the 1-skeleton K(~,I) (I) = ~ ~* sends g~-~ to the l-dimensional symmetric
This is the symmetric Poincar6 complex corresponding to the simple automorphism 
* : ~ ~n(K;m )------~ zn(~I(K))
(These factorizations can be interpreted in terms of characteristic numbers, in particular for the surgery obstructions of normal maps of manifolds, which can then be used to determine the homotopy types of the IL-spaces~ following the work of Sullivan [Sul] and Morgan and Sullivan [MS] in the simply-connected case.
See Wall [W3] , Jones [J2] , Taylor and Williams [TAW] for generalizations to the non-simply-connected case. In [TAW] it is shown that the algebraic ~-spectra become generalized Eilenberg-MacLane spectra localized at 2, and wedges of b__oo-coefficient spectra localized away from 2). 
Thus if ~'TOP(x) # ~ end x o = ((fo,ho):Mo-----~X)~TOP(x)
is the normal map bordism ii) The image of (I+T)s(X) §E~(X) § in Hn.I(X;_~O ~) is the obstruction to an .~0_ orientation of X, or equivalently of the Spivak normal fibration ~x:X ~BSG.
iii) The symmetrization (I+T)s(X)E~n(x) is the image of~*(X) CLn(~I(X)), so that for any group ~. For any space K there is defined a commutative braid of exact sequences of abelian groups
involving the products ~*(~P2)®-:~4~__~D----@~ 0 and the homotopy-theoretic analysis o~ --
, --~0(2) = i=~1 r' _K(L0(1)(2))~Z K(L2 (1) (n~ 5).
the structure set 4-periodicity of Appendix C of Essay V of Kirby and Siebenmann [KS] (which is due to Siebenmann)
for k~1, and if X is connected and Y is non-empty also for k = O. In the closed case ~TOP(x) # ~OP(xx~4,~(X×~4)) in general, contradicting Siebenmann' s claim for periodicity in this case also. (This discrepancy was pointed out to me by
In conclusion, we note that it is also possible to define quadratic ~-groups 14h(x) tol f±nite and the I free ~ Lh(~) P(X) appropriate homotopy types L-groups infinite (projec tive ~LP ( (The definitive version of the non-compact manifold surgery theories of Taylor [Ta] and Maumary [Na] should interpret s(X)g~n(X) as the total obstruction to X being homotopy equivalent to a topological manifold allowed a certain degree of non-compactness, such as an end).
actions of finite groups on spheres, the "topological spherical space form problem" (cf. Swan [Sw] , Thomas and Wall [ThW] 
